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As we turn to our subject tonight ‘Does America have a choice,’ it is rather significant as we stand on the edge of an American election and a great crucial time in world history. Significantly the events that are ahead of us are tremendous because we are in a cycle of unusual prophetic developments. The great nations of God's kingdom are going to before very long be battling all of the hosts of darkness and all of the hosts of evil. These forces have already infiltrated the great nations of God's kingdom. And the reason why we have never had so much turbulence in our history is because never have we had so much decadence, depravity, and immorality at high levels, from the White House right on down to the various levels of government. When we live in an hour when a convicted and identified ‘pervert’ can be declared by the President of the United States, to be (quote) “one of the finest men I know,” it is time we cleaned house in these United States. Then when the FBI sends condolence to the ‘pervert’ when he is suffering from shock at being exposed, and sends him a note within the hospital which says, “you are a fine man with a fine record, the FBI is behind you, and you can show this to anyone,” well, I am not so sure about the FBI. Some call it the Federal Bureau of Integration. And since this is a violation of divine law, then I am not so sure that we can get the function that we should have out of this branch of our government, when we are in the hands of a liberal or left wing administration.

It is my opinion that when you have men dedicated to the preservation of these United States, that people who love America first, and love the program of God's kingdom, then the Federal Bureau will be a good operation underneath them. But when you have those committed to one worldism and destruction of our sovereignty, and have them persecuting and harassing people in the south and in the north who believe in the commandments of God, and believe in racial self-respect, then I think the FBI becomes an OGPU.

Now we are living in the times when we must discuss the things which transpire in front of us. We cannot depend upon them who sometimes call themselves the great voices of the ‘Christian world,’ or the ‘Evangelical world.’ I happen to have a copy of tomorrow morning’s ‘Los Angeles Times,’ and on page eight, it says that Billy Graham takes a neutral stand on the election. That is about as much spirituality today as so called Evangelism, supposed to be campaigning for the Kingdom of God, possesses. Takes a neutral position in an hour of great crisis, neither hot nor cold. And Jesus says that HE will spew thee out of HIS mouth.

I also have an article out of the Times warning churches that they must not say anything about the political situation. They must stay out of politics or they will lose their tax exemption status. But this is all humbug. Why is this? Because when the National Council of Churches and an organization of 1000 Clergy backed by left wing influence and left wing interpretations can get involved in the mission of this state, then I can tell you that, the Christian churches which believe in the rights of the kingdom and believe in Constitutional rights can take a stand also. Whenever you have a moral issue involved, when it requires your obedience to God or your surrender to Satanic evil, then the church has a right to speak out. Of course Billy Graham says he has to be neutral because President Johnson is one of his long time friends as well as Senator Barry Goldwater. So he can't take any position in this matter. He says even his wife does not know what he thinks. But he is totally neutral. Well, that depends. For when I see little Red Humphry on the ticket, I cringe. Of course maybe you would feel different if you were a Methodist preacher. For he is shown here shaking his hand and just thrilled to pieces that he has Senator Humphry down there. If Senator Humphrey came into this room and stayed very long, I would be ashamed of myself. It is my considered opinion that if there were only two people involved in the whole issue, if it were not for the President of the United States, or if it were not the President of the
United States, and if it were not Senator Goldwater, and tonight’s election depended upon Humphrey alone and there is no particular love lost on Humphrey, but I would say on just this two issues alone, that it would be important for men to recognize that we have the man who is not only Mr. ADA, himself and when we talk about the ADA, we are talking about the Communist party in the United States in a political time. I tell you that Mr. Humphrey is as far to the left as it is possible to go and is a menace to these United States, irrespective of his Senate seat. But I have never known Billy Graham to come through when there was a real issue or something vital involved. We are listening to the talk of the danger of election and it is a matter of personal selection of candidates. But I am going to be very frank with you. It is very vital and important, if you wish to call it the revolution, this strike for freedom of the Conservative movement, that has captured the Republican party, instead of being suppressed, it should expand on and on until it fills the whole landscape of our society. I think it is important that the views of the candidates have been expressed as openly as they have been. But never before have you heard the charges laid against the Presidency and the institution around it like you have this time. You hear it over TV and radio, and in books, including the books that I have written. From 'None Dare Call It Treason,' to 'Lyndon's Nightmare.' And then other volumes have gone out. But at least America is better informed tonight on what they are going to vote for. And if America chooses the skunks and the rascals and the evil that is on the horizon, then they ought to be ashamed of themselves. And they have earned the chastisement that is coming. There is no doubt that a great wave cannot be put down. And that is the awakening of the Christian American who wants to return this nation unto God and restore the proper relationship of the sovereignty of God's throne.

One of these days there is not going to be anyone in these United States that is not a Christian. And there will not be one anti-Christian in any area of responsibility in these United States. While I listened to the Republican scare program, and then coming out to say that we are working toward programs of world peace and security, and there is nothing to worry about, 'you don't have to worry about the Red Chinese, or the Communist in Asia and Russia, because we are working it out and there will be a great vast Peace.' Then yesterday we get a Pearl Harbour for our Air Force inside of Asia. In fact when you look at tomorrow morning’s headlines you read; “a security gap, and the Vietnam Reds attack the United States.” For a ‘Pearl Harbour’ attack and destroys half of our Asiatic Air Force. So what about our leadership? No retaliation is ordered. We will wait until we can evaluate this. If we had commanders that were worth their salt, my friends, or if we had an administration that was worthy of leadership in this nation, we would have had Naval air power in over those borders and have wiped out that whole thing before the damage had been done. Whoever heard of 15 mortars being moved up as close as they were to Saigon to put an Air Base which was so vital to our military operation under fire. What kind of a breakdown within our military system so that such a thing could develop without their discovering it? And then the moment that mortar fire started, why was not our entire operation notified so that we would wipe out this area? Why today are not the American bombers winging over the north so as to wipe out their ability to make war? The reason is because we do not have leadership in Washington tonight. We are at this very moment trying to deal with men who are trying to tell us that there is no struggle. We are standing on the edge of Armageddon and they are trying to tell us that we are working for peace. But it tells me in the book of Isaiah and in the book of Jeremiah, that they say this when there is no Peace, when they talk a great world Peace, they are talking a great betrayal by the anti-Christ. Our leaders are selling us out in the face of the word of God to the powers of darkness. And under this instance we are sending boys out to areas of catastrophe. And right now as they are, or while they are talking Peace, they are marshalling forces, and the Naval Reserve is being alerted and we are on the edge of war. And they know that we are on the edge of war while they tell us that they are operating a program of Peace. They attack any program that calls for a strong defence and for a strong military reserve, and calls for a functional action. We have been laying people off in our defence factories and our air factories, and out of our rocket bases by the thousands. There are more men available than necessary to be building the bombers and the missiles for our defence, but they are out of work tonight because they have been laid off by this administration because of its short sightedness.
When they start talking about spending money and battling areas of poverty, and that they do not want unemployment, then the place to make America strong again is the factories which put together the sinews of war for the preservation of our nation. One of these days we will discover that we are not hurt by the money we spend inside these United States to make us strong. We are hurt by the money we spend and give away to the Titos’ and to the Castros. To all of these areas that we subsidize.

Tonight the great issue which lies before this great nation is whether we are going to commit ourselves to the world government of the United Nations, and surrender ourselves to a world conspiracy, and disarm until we cannot protect ourselves and use our government to disarm our citizenry until they no longer can protect themselves even in their own homes. We are watching every strategy which can be used to harass Patriots. When the system of our government can break down to the loss of half of our air fleet in this kind of a struggle, then I do not have too much confidence in their security to defend me in my home from the revolution that is here.

When I tell you that the revolution is here, then never in the history of the United States, has the revolution reached the high level of violence against the White man, than it has since the death of JFK. And it was bad enough before, but now it has increased. Because of the dissidence of which this Administrations functions. We point out to you that there is no secret thing in the design and the strategy of the enemy. I notice here that appeals are being made to recruits all over the United States. And it is known as the ‘Blood Brotherhood Movement.’ This is a facet of the Mau Mau movement. It is recruiting its leadership from Martin Luther King's organization and others. And these organizations have designed to move out for the hour of revolution, saying that all Whites ought to be killed. Not based on any reason or any alibi, they are to be killed because they are White. The victims of this blood brotherhood movement are being found dead all over the U.S. right now. One Negro stabbed to death a social worker because he was White and this individual was killed on a Harlem street the other day. There is one thing now on record concerning this Communist dominated Negro revolution rising up in the United States under a dozen different names. Here in the state of California we stand at a crisis. In Proposition 14, which determines whether you can sell your property to anyone you wish, or whether you can rent it to whom you will, we have this infamous Rumford Act. This was written by a Negro who sponsored this act with Jewish support. And it was put over on the legislature of the people of our state. And they denied us the right to vote on this issue. Finally a referendum is before this people to throw out this infamous act and to curb the legislature from trying to put anything like this over on us again, such as trying to decided that we cannot control our own property and retain our racial self-respect in our own homes. The fact remains that every force of hell and of evil has been turned loose against those who want to regain the right to control their own property, here in these United States. So in this instance the Pink-o Clergy and the Communist party, and all of the left wing forces and the left wing city councils, have moved into this fight.

Now I am going to point out to your that even though all of the batteries of darkness have been turned on this initiative in this state, they have fought real estate operators and they have fought everybody who takes an American Constitutional view of this. Even the Governor has said that they are going to throw out the Rumford Act and pass Proposition 14.

Now do you have a choice? Well, along comes the Negro community and says that if this is a yes vote on Tuesday night, then from there on, homes will be burned. Rioting will start and the Negroes will attack the White communities if they do not have their way in this initiative. All right. Are we to be ruled by fear or threats? Has America now reached the point where they have now lost their choice in this matter? Are you under blackmail? We are being told by our President that this vote is one of the most vital that ever faced this union. That if a no vote takes place, then progress is pushed back and Federal intervention will have to carry-out this program which he says fits into the Civil Rights law.
I am going to tell you that this Rumford Act is a violation of property rights. And if the property rights of the Civil Rights Act violates the Constitution of the United States, then it is not valid either. And the quicker we get that before a court that is willing to hear, the better it will be. I point out to you that I have no confidence in the present Supreme Court. I point out to you that there are some things that have never been carried there. For it would be very hard for them to make a decision on some things, unless they would just throw aside the whole structure of the Constitution. So we have this promised violence. And Mr. Brown says, “that there is no doubt that terrible things will happen in the state when proposition 14 passes. And then I will have to get the Secretary to immediately put it back on the ballot again and we will vote it in.”

I want to tell you something. Mr. Brown had better take a good look at political history. No body ever had an issue repealed and then was able to get it back in by pushing it back in and putting it over the state by pressure. I tell you that the governor, if he makes any move to try to put something over on the people of the state, then he should be impeached. It is just a waste of the peoples money using this design. So now we have the threat being made and I noticed in tomorrow mornings 'Times' that Benjamin Heinz is telling the people everywhere, “don't be intimidated.” He is saying that the Republicans are intimidating the Democrats and worrying them saying not to go to the polls and vote the wrong way. So when Benjamin Heinz office calls for this all over phone public calls are being made, and left wing pinko-democrats are calling Democrats all over this city threatening them in the name of the Republican Party.

We get lots of phone calls. Some Negro threatening us or not answering just breathing hard. And they are surprised to find anybody home. All they would do is find out if no one is home and then they would hit it and burglarise it, or try to destroy. When someone answers the phone then they do not want to talk, or other wise they call all hours of the night trying to threaten us because there is a Communist influence over these Negroes and they are using them for shock troops to try to do something they do not have the courage to do themselves. This is a Jew operation.

We point out that we have a situation that we have reached in our political life in this state, where the left wing forces think that they can ride rough shed over the people. And finally discovering that they may not win the election, so they threaten them with bloodshed. Thus, out of the Negro population then comes this warning. That if a yes vote takes place, then there will come bloodshed against the White population in California. And I hope every red-blooded American gets ready to defend home and his business and we will make an example out of the savages in the United States. I sometimes wonder whether we should start fighting a war with the Vietcong before we have won it here. I think the first place we should have marched the strength of the U.S. is in Cuba. There are many people who are not particular happy over their choices. There is some that recognize that there is a great difference. But there is a vast difference between the people who are supporting both candidates.

I point out something here which is rather interesting, for it came out of the ‘Jewish Voice’ here in California. This is by Sammy Ghatt, and is one of the Jew rags in this state, which praises the left wing program all the way down the line. The thing that I noticed was something that goes back to July 17 of last summer. And this was right after the Republican convention. I want you to listen to this from Sammy Ghatt. At least when you listen, then you think that some progress is being made. “Chills went down the spine when you saw what happened last Tuesday, and it could happen here. Gobbels machine said that it will always remain the best of jokes make by the Democratic machine that provides the deadly enemies with the means of destroying it. This began to make sense Tuesday night when the Elite Modern Republican presented amendments to the Goldwater Republican platform. First it should be noticed that the strong arm boys called out for the extreme sector of the political life, and it did not vary any from other lands that they took over. Tuesday night viewers were shocked. They saw the manhandling of the American Press before the Republican Convention. A chill was thrown over everyone. The obstacles were placed in the path of any working newsmen or press commentators who wanted to expose these right wing vigilantes.” He also said that he saw the booping and catcalling when honourable
governors tried to participate in the campaign. They said that the great party of Abraham Lincoln was now identified with the KKK and the John Birch Society. Then he said that never had he witnessed such a bad thing, never had such a chill gone through his heart.

You know, if you go back a little further, I remember one time when the Jewish press said, “our hearts have been chilled,” and this was when Douglas McArthur had returned to the United States and received such a welcome. And at that time the Jewish papers all said, “a chill struck deep into our hearts.” Why? They said, “this was like Hitler returning all over again.” Why? Because in the return of Douglas McArthur, he was so right in his opposition to Communism and the conspiracy, that those who fostered the Communist conspiracy worried about what would happen. And if he had taken the initiative and been the President of the United States, he could have saved the United States. I think he was a great man and the political entrapment and the Eisenhower design, and some others, actually blocked him from becoming the standard bearer of the Republican Party. I also recognize that there were areas of Divine sovereignty that intervened, and certain things had to come to pass. And America had not been shaken enough. And it was not ready for an explosive awakening. But America has been going through an explosive awakening and the time is now.

Now this is a rather significant situation that the Jewish press comes out in great fear, and now they continue to run scared and worried. And they cite that never has there been in any period of time anything like this attack been made on a President of the United States. And if there was ever any man that they want to put a halo around, it is Lyndon Johnson. All of the left wingers want to put a halo around Johnson. But I am going to tell you that he has enough halo coming out of all of this literature which exposes his background for the average American. It is not too long ago that the President said in Wyoming, when speaking there, “When I am elected, as elected I will be, the first thing I will do is to destroy the extremist organizations.” He said, “I am going after the Birch Society and I am going after the KKK. And I am going after all of the extremists.” So why didn't he say, “I am going after all of the extremists?” “I am going after the ADA,” and “I am going after the Communist party?” Because they are the movements on the extreme left which want to destroy America while the things that he wants to suppress are the ones who want to save it. So if you want to save America, you are crazy. You are paranoid. Because you think there is something wrong. Something to fight about. Of course there is. They might carry out the liberation of the people of the world, from this terrible despot capitalism of our society. When I heard that, then I thought that would be the best thing that ever happened to North America. If the Communist sent a blockage around us and would not let us send a ship in or out, then we could keep our money at home and start to produce all of the items that we can produce here at home, and the farmer can get back the American market, and the Beef raiser can get back the American market, and the mines can open for the metals that we need, and we would not lose anything but a few spices and some tea and coffee. And we could substitute for that and become the healthiest nation on the face of the earth, isolated by the enemy.

Don't think that they do not have a strategy in this for what they have designed and plan. For they call for economic encirclement. And then when America weakened and tottering, as they think she would be, would be subject then to their sudden strike for the liberation of this part of the earth for the working Soviet. The only thing that they do not understand is that God Almighty has a master plan all set up. They may try that isolation, but it is not going to work. About the time they think they have isolated us, and they are waiting for the Bering Straits to freeze over and they enter that corridor that Red Russia carved out for them, so that the Red Chinese can march, they will suddenly discover that we are not out of technology, we are not out of the ability to defend ourselves. And if we are lacking any reinforcements, then we have some waiting in the wings who are well equipped. The 39th chapter of the book of Ezekiel tells us that they will die on the mountains of this country. They will die as they come against the nations of God's kingdom. And their mass destruction will be so great that it will take seven to nine months for our earth movers to be burying the bodies of the stinking communist and the Chinese who have come.
Now if that is extremism, then we will have to rip it out of the Bible. For it is a real simple solution and God has it. Someone says, “But of course we cannot defend ourselves, and we have to depend on the Defence Department, have to depend on McNamara and Mr. Johnson and these agencies to provide sufficient strength. We don't have anything to worry about for the Red Chinese are too far away, and they can't do it anyway. So we just wait until the attack comes.”

Do you know, my friends, when we see the break down of all American life, all areas of integrity, all areas of responsibility in Government, it is time that every American citizen is capable of defending himself, and it is a good thing for Americans to be armed. We have watched this fantastic fear complex build up in the last few years. And this fear conspiracy is to try to challenge every individual as an extremist who loves America better than the Communist world order, who loves Christ and will not accept the patterns of a one world religion, or a ‘one world program.’ I give you one choice tonight. You better chose Jesus Christ. You better choose the Eternal God and loyalty to the White race, and loyalty to the United States of America, if you want to live through the next few years. Someone said, “Why?” Well, my friends, I will tell you why. For the judgments of God are going to fall on the enemies of HIS kingdom. I point out to you that under this instance, they have been trying to block as an extremist everyone who loves America. But you know there is one thing about people who are extremely right and have the power to establish it. They survive. So far everyone who has capitulated to the Communist world has been crushed and steam rolled by it. And today we do not have anything before us but this important issue of opposing communism to the end. I am tired of left wing liberal preachers following the Communist party line, trying to intimidate people if they do not accept it. Someone says, “Well, they are supporting Socialism and they are telling us about its political design.” I have looked at material in our universities and various material released by our government from various departments and it is filled with nothing to fight about. These plans blown up just as a friendly gesture, by the communist of course. “There is no real war on. We are just disarming. We are pulling the fire power out from the Atlas missiles. We are doing everything we can to destroy our strength, we are going to surrender our weapons and walk arm and arm with the United Nations.”

But God said, “This shall not be if I have to rend this alliance with bombs and with war and catastrophe and upheaval.” We move in one of the strangest measures of judgment. There is always one thing. These people who play the game of the anti-Christ, sometimes find that they haven't bought anything for themselves but destruction. With all of the liberalism which has extended the program of the enemy, whether he always understands what he was doing or not, when they got ready they liquidated Kennedy and they put in Johnson. And if he wins the election when they would get ready to dump Johnson and put in Humphrey, they would do that too. But I am going to tell you that any man who rules this hour with the Beast will receive his judgment.

We pointed out this afternoon that the great measure of 'the son of man in the heavens' was in February 1962. And we stressed that the 'hour of grace' would be extended as the call would be given to come out from among them and be 'ye separate.' Come out from this association of camping with the enemies of God's kingdom. They were told that they had only 1/2 week to get out, and at the end of that 1/2 week of measure, then they would have to take their judgment, their destruction and chastisement with them, as the forces of heaven move against the enemies of God's kingdom. Now a day is as a week and that measure therefore is a 7-year measure. And from the sign of 'the son of man' to the midst of that week would bring you to the middle of 1965. And the alignment pattern would start four months before that. So somewhere between February and August, there will be no more separating themselves from the judgment which he is now sowing among his own people.

I am going to tell you that under these instances, you will see the very earth fight for the kingdom of God. I point out that the strategies of Mystery Babylon are already at work. They have not only now robbed America of its gold, but they plan now on robbing us of our silver. And I am going to tell you that before we have gone through the next three months, or after election, there
will be no longer any gold or silver money. There will be plastic and aluminium. And unprece-
dented inflation will go on. This inflation will actually go to two or three hundred percent before
it is over. And it does not matter who is going to be President of the United States, the
Babylonian rug is going to be pulled out from under you, and the financial collapse of the present
coin system and the security of sound money will take place.

Of course God has a plan and a great stirring cry of people who know who is doing this to them
will not permit this to happen again. And you will see on the part of the people, a great revolt
over this manipulation of their money system. But it is going to transpire. Actually it will happen
whether Goldwater is in or Johnson is in. For the machinery is already set up for this pattern. In
one instance the rising Right wing forces will demand a United States Bank. And under the other,
they will snap the whip until no one will be able to buy nor sell until they agree to the script of
their plan. I point out however that sometimes these are the chastisement measures that carry
individuals to the prophetic design. There is no doubt that some of these situations have been
advanced beyond the ability to slow them down. Even this last week Red Mao of China met with
11 leaders of Communist countries. Soviet Russia is not a bit reticent about the strategy, but
wants to play the least it can to suffer the losses involved. But even the forces of Mao and
Chou-En-lia calls for the economic encirclement of the North American continent with commu-
nist propaganda. While we have going back and forth across America, information that radio,
press and TV cannot turn off, thus there is great fear among the left wing, for they are frightened
of an ‘Awakening America.’ They are worried about the extreme right, but the ‘extreme right’
does not go out and rob stores. It does not break into homes. It does not create these acts of
violence. Negroes can march on Rochester. They can march on Philadelphia and they can rape
from below the Mason Dixon line to the Canadian border and these liberals don't get excited
about this. ‘These are poor frustrated people,’ is their remarks. But you take Patriots who have
never lifted a hand in violence against any American area of life and have only stood ready to
defend themselves, but Americans who stand ready to defend themselves; they are the danger,
so we hear. They must be removed. This, my friends, is the mind of the anti-Christ. We have had
areas of watching this area of peculiar semantics of extremism raised up. And these same powers
would do the same thing to Jesus if HE were here today. We know how they talked about HIM,
and how they cried for HIS blood. And we remember that they said, “HIS blood be upon us and
upon our children.” If today they thought they had the same opportunity and thought they could
carry it to fruition, they would do it again. They would banish Christ from the earth if they had
the opportunity. The only thing they do not understand is what they are up against when the King
of king's and LORD of LORD'S comes in with reinforcements.

Now in this area, and in this last week, by the use of trickery and fraud, while pretending
friendship and by illegal entry, there was in our state, an entrance into a home of a Patriot who
had a large collection of arms, from ancient flintlocks and beautiful cabinets with fine arms in
them and a collection of military arms. We understand that the majority of his arms were not only
deactivated or did not have all of the necessary parts, so were a legal collection. But we
understand that Federal officers moved in and confiscated these arms and smashed up cabinets.
Destroyed property and furniture. And then they said this man is a member of that terrible
military organization known as the Christian Defence League. They said they are worse than the
Minutemen. Well I do not know anything that is wrong with the Minutemen. So I don't know
what you mean when you say they are worse than the Minutemen. But the Christian Defence
League was designed to defend Christians against the harassment and persecution and the lying
activities of international Jewry. It was designed to return the American market back to the
Christian producer, the Christian businessman, to make sure that Christian money was largely
spent with Christians.

After all, in this turbulent hour inside of our nation the enemy does not even want the post office
to have a stamp that honours the birth of Christ. They do not want any recognition of Christmas
this year or any celebration of Christmas on any public building, or any public property in these
United States. All right then, if these Jews do not want any recognition of Christmas, they should
not get one cent of Christians money spent in their shops. They can blast the CDL and the CDO for being made up of Christians by White Christians and patriotic Christians and I assume that these Christians have found their rights under the Bill of Rights and have arms in their homes. For it says that 'your right to have and to bear arms shall not be infringed on.'

Now we do not see the use, generally speaking, of some areas of weaponry. And we know that they passed what is known as the Federal Fire Arms Act. And this prohibits the use of fully automatic weapons known as machine guns. We have always cautioned our people, never to own any illegal weapons. So they cannot say that this pulpit has encouraged anyone to own illegal weapons. Although in our own heart, we are not sure that there is anything wrong with it. The Supreme Court has never heard any plea before it about this right to own weapons. If a man wants to own weapons, it doesn't matter what he has, as long as he does not violate the law with them. What difference if he wants a tank or an anti-tank weapon if he does not violate any law with it? What difference does it make when the Bill of Rights says that your right to have and bear arms is not to be infringed upon? If you try to tell me what I can or cannot have, then you are infringing upon it. If this part of the Constitution isn't any good, take it out. But do it legally. Don't do it by fraud, threat or trickery. This was an attack upon a patriot whose home was hit the other day. And they said, “it is a terrible thing, for there is 50 tapes there from Dr. Wesley Swift, who is one of the directors of the Christian Defence League. And was also one of the leaders of a super secret guerrilla band called the “Rangers.” And it says here that there has been several men who have been caught with automatic weapons all connected with Swift. What they are gunning for is to move for areas of information that is reaching across America and in their design they are trying to hit hard. But they do not have anything they can put their fingers on against the Christian Defence League and this ministry. The only thing hurting them is this message that I give you tonight will still reach three million people before the tapes start turning over. But by false innuendo and this individual paper is subject to liable.

Now there is no question of the fact that these are all a part of the program. So you say, “Why are all of these things happening?” It is because of the strait we are in. It is because of the men we have in Washington in high offices. These were not the problems of the American people until the traitors and the tricksters moved in. To those who would appease Socialism, we dedicate it to the anti-Christ. Oh, you say, “We have to stop the voices of those not willing to accept the world program, the world standard and join with one great brotherly program with the Devil.” NO, my friends. We are not willing to do this. We are only interested in God's standard. We are not interested in the world's standard. We are interested in the kingdom of God. Not the standard of the anti-Christ. We are aware of the instructions of the MOST HIGH GOD, concerning Mystery Babylon with its power and its control over areas of economy and over areas of labour, and over areas of industry. And which seeks to bring all nations into a relationship which is diametrically opposed to God's order.

Listen. Babylon is the hold of every foul spirit and every hateful bird or spirit. And then HE says, “Now, my people, you come out of her.” Because if you do not come out of her, then you will receive of her judgment. So you better get out quickly. For her judgments are going to start to fall. And America should get out also. For the alignment measures which are ahead. Everything which will happen before the next year is past will start the destruction of Babylon.

We point out then as we call your attention to these significant issues, and while we are told that we have nothing to worry about, the Los Angeles Times this past week, carried an article on the Russian Secret police. There are three men at the head of these 500 trained, saboteurs, and assassins. And the L.A. Times says that right in Washington in high positions and stations, and strategic positions in our government, are 200 of these trained assassins, equipped with weapons that you the people will not receive. (Quote and unquote,) ready to destroy anything in their way that does not meet their approval.” Hear this tonight, and say that we are extremists, or that we are worried. For we are not worried. Because God and I are going to win. We are not worried. This is not fear. I am just telling you what the enemy has done and this is why he has to be
crushed and it has to be smashed. He has to be ground like the Cockatrices egg under the heel of the kingdom. Just remember that there are 200 trained assassins and Mr. Humphrey or Mr. Johnson gets it, not you.

Now before they find fault with this, just remember that it was the L.A. Times which called attention to this. And it is time for there to be open season on the likes of those who would destroy and do this in the name of our Republic. When we come to the realization that we are not playing, but that we are battling for survival. There is a great issue before America. Shall it be Freedom or shall it be communism that rules us? Shall it be the end of our liberty, or shall it be lifting up of the standards under the cross of Jesus Christ? God is going to make a vast separation and HE is going to move through HIS people. And a great and vital church is going to stand on the bones of a great and empty denominational profession, and a great spiritual vitality is going to move on these people of this nation as they have never witnessed as God raises them up to their responsibility. We have talked to you about the Mystery of the Tree of Life, and if you do not know about this, then you should. For it is vital as to what God is going to do as HE raises up power with you against the enemy. We tell you that never have we reached such a point where we are on the edge of great events such as now. God unfolds HIS vision before HIS ministers and HIS prophets. And HE lifts up the standard of HIS purpose, and HE causes us to know that we will do a victory march; that we have reached the great darkness of the night and the morning cometh. The watchman on the walls is to warn the people, and many of them have been asleep. And for this cause, God says that this people are in trouble.

Now in this instance, we stand before you at an election. And it is important. And do not destroy your ballot by writing in a name without a slate of electors. They have already warned that if there is no slate of electors the ballot goes out. This is no time, my friends, to be wasting ballots. If you cannot make up your minds for a force with the strength to take over America, and do this, my friends, to the exclusion of the forces of darkness, then at least remember that you have battles to win in Senate races. And you have propositions to win that are vital to your way of life. There is no doubt in my mind that if anyone tries to betray the right wing after they have been given an authority to represent and act for them, that the judgments of God will move and they will not be around very long, anyhow. For the tares are going to be leaving us. In an hour when the replacement of Mr. Khrushev was more active, it has become more clear that this is not a love feast that the Communist are preparing for the Christian world. They are getting ready for just the same thing that the Bible told us would take place. So in these instances, we tell you that we should understand just where we stand. Here in these United States we are hearing nothing but violence, violence against the great people of God's kingdom.

Here is a copy of the Hollywood Citizens News. And we point to this because this is yesterday’s paper. Here a gang beat a White girl because she happened to have a Republican, Goldwater button on. Six Negroes beat this girl inside a transit bus. And the girl cries for help and the bus driver says ‘there was nothing I could do about it,’ and wouldn't help her. When one man tried to help the girl up from the floor, he was attacked, and they continued to punch her. The girl was finally able to get off at one of the bus stops, and they had to hold back the Negroes from chasing her. This happened in the city of Los Angeles.

When these things can happen, then America better get ready to protect herself on the home front. I have another item here. This was yesterday in Los Angeles. Because a 61-year employee refused to tell where he was going to stand on Proposition 14 vote, a gang of Negroes kicked him and beat him and stomped him in the street; and no one would stop to help for they were frightened. God give us tall men, sun browned men. And I do not care what they wear, just so they stand up and fight for ‘right.’ If we get much more of this LBJ and much more of this Negro violence, all of the powers that be will not stop the KKK from becoming the most powerful organization in the United States. Someone said, “Look out. They will put them on the subservient list as fast as they can.” Well, all we have to do is fire these subversives from the Attorney General’s office and make a list of our own. I know where to put my hands on lists of people.
against America. They are a list of Communists. They are the enemies of America. And I know where to put my hands on a list like that. Let me tell you something. They better quit persecuting Christians or they will see a great new rising power that will save America. So Democrats can go to the polls and be as silly as ever, and no one will bother them. But I am going to tell you that there are thousands of Democrats that have had enough. What we need in America is to fold up both parties and form a Christian Party and a Communist Party. Let’s just make it clear. And have just a Christian Party and a Communist Party and divide people into their proper categories. Someone said, “That would legalize the Communist Party.” But who said anything about letting them vote?

A lot of people don't think they would like a one party system. But a one party under Jesus Christ is the best thing that you could ever have. I am going to tell you something. That for the last 40 years in the smoke filled rooms, haven't you had just one party anyhow? That is the devil’s party. And he has not given you any choices. There has been no action up to now that has the issues that are now involved. And then in the last one, the issues were much more involved. And although Mr. Nixon was far ahead of Mr. Kennedy, they stole it from him anyhow. Don't think they won't steal this election. For if it is possible, they will steal this one. Well, they may have a lion by the tail that they can't let go of if they try. Someone said, “We are already defeated.” But that just depends on what you call defeat. No one knows how this election is going to go because the enemy has been polling themselves all over the United States. I can't find anybody who has been polled.

The other day someone knocked at my door and he said, “Are you a registered Republican?” And he said, “You know, I have been going down the street and asking people how they are going to vote, and almost all of the Republicans I talked to, are going to vote that way. And most of the Democrats say, they are too.” Well, I don't know about the rest of the country, but this is the first poll that ever came down this street. You go to a factory and check the workers coming out and they belong to a labour union, and ask them. And they will say they are going to vote for Johnson because of their jobs.

Now I am going to tell you something about American labour. They are still made up of White stock. They have been kicked around and ground under the heels of Jewish labour bosses and they have been extorted for the right to work. But there is one thing that you cannot tell them to do when they get inside that booth and there is no labour boss looking over their shoulders. Then you may be surprised at what comes out of this bunch of people who are longing for a little freedom. It might be wise for labour to think a little bit. It was Mr. Humphry who supported the importation of all of the cheap made goods of the world into America. Yes. For every program in the United states, it is Mr. Humphrey who has been establishing all these kind of imports from all over the world. Thus, it is that he has been subsidizing the American way of life and cutting off the American market from the American producer. Humphrey is labour’s worst enemy. I can also point out that in his background that he does not believe in the rights of an individual to be able to change his job at will. Or to have the freedom from the labour bosses. He does not believe that there should be any open shops in America, or that labour should have any say in this matter. He believes that Unions are in control and they are the masters. In fact this man is totally in 'agreement' with the idea that what we need is a Socialist order in which our life from the cradle to the grave is dependent upon that order. My Bible tells me that there is only one ‘Loyalty’ that matters, that is to the Eternal Christ. And that our security is built upon the initiative that God bestows upon you, with thrift and intelligence to supply your needs, and to see that the things which HIS kingdom requires is supplied. There are a lot of adjustments that will have to be made in our social order. And there is no one that can do this but God, of this I can assure you. The whole program is backward when you deal with the enemy.

Now as we listen to the voices and the situation before us, then we see that there is no doubt but that the enemy has major designs. And they are moving in a certain direction. And we would like for you to pay attention to this area of the program which we have just passed through. This was
right after the Republican Convention. I want you to listen to Sammy Ghatt. Whenever you can hear a Jew cry like this then there is some progress being made. He said, “Chills went down the spine of America, Tuesday when they saw what happened, that it could happen here. Josephus propaganda geniuses in the Hitler regime said, it will always remain in the Democrat Party, the means to destroy him. This began to make sense. Tuesday night when the elite modern Republican Majority presented amendments to the Goldwater platform, first it should be noted that the strong-arm boys called out for the extreme arm of political life to control the Republican platform. First it should be noted that it did not vary much from other lands that they took over. Tuesday night we were shocked. Millions of viewers saw the manhandling of the American press on the floor of the Convention. A chill was thrown over everyone. The obstacles that were placed in the path of any working new man or commentator who wanted to expose these right wing vigilantes,” he said, “spectators, also saw with great concern when respectable governors participated in the campaign.”

He said the great party of Abraham Lincoln was now not only identified with the KKK and the John Birch Society. Never had there been anything as bad as he witnessed at the Republican Convention.

Now if you go back a little further, the same Jewish press said, “Our hearts have been chilled. Douglas McArthur had just arrived in the United States and the cheers and the ovations for General McArthur, prompted all of the Jewish papers to say “a chill was plunged deep into our hearts.” Do you know why? They said this was like Hitler returning all over again. You say, why? Because in the return of Douglas McArthur, he was so right in his opposition to Communism and the conspiracy, that those who were in the Communist conspiracy worried about what would happen. These patriots thought that he was the man of the hour. And if he had taken the initiative, he could have been the President of the United States. I understand the political entrapment and the Eisenhower design actually blocked him from becoming the standard bearer of the Republican Party. I also recognize that there was Divine sovereignty and certain things had to come to pass. America had not been chastened enough and had not learned her lesson, and the awakening was not enough. But since then America has been going through an awakening and the time is now.

Now it is a rather significant situation. The Jewish press now comes out and continues to run in fear. And they cite that, “never has there been a time like this when the attacks on the President of the United States were so violent.” And if there is any man they want to put a halo around, then all of the ‘left wingers’ want to put a halo around Johnson. I want to tell you that he has enough halo coming out of the literature that exposes his background for the average American. It is not too long ago as we listened to the President speaking in Casper, Wyoming, saying, “When I am elected, as elected I will be, the first thing I am going to do is to destroy those extremist organizations.” He said, “I am going after the Birch Society, the KKK and ‘the right wing.’” But why did he not say, ‘I am going after the ADA and the Communist party?’ They are the movements on the extreme left that want to destroy America. Where as those things which he wants to suppress are the ones who want to save America. But if you want to save America, you are a paranoid and there is something wrong with you. Because you think there is a conspiracy when there is really nothing to fight about for these plans were blown up just as a friendly gesture by the Communist Party. “There is no real war on, and nothing to fight about, for we are disarming. We are working for peace.” And when they could not control Kennedy anymore, then they assassinated him. And if Johnson and Humphrey win the election, and they get ready to dump them, they will do the same thing again.

But I am going to tell you that any man who rules his hour with the Beast, will receive HIS judgment.

We pointed out this afternoon that the great sign of the 'son of man' in the heavens was in February, 1962. The measures were given that the hours of grace would be extended as the call
is given to come out from a disassociation and camping with the enemy of God's kingdom. They were told that they only had half a week to get out. And that at the end of this 1/2 week of measure, that if they had not gotten out of their association with the enemies of God's kingdom, they would have to take their destruction and chastisement with them as the forces of heaven move against the enemies of God's kingdom.

A day is a year in prophetic measure, and that week is a seven-year measure. And a half of that week would mean that from the sign of the 'son of man in the heavens’ to the middle of that week, would be 1965. And the alignment pattern started over four months from that so it will be a time between February and July and August, when there will be no more separating from the judgment, HIS own people. (In 1965, we had the Negro revolution.)

I am going to tell you that we are going to see the very earth fight for the kingdom of God. I point out that the strategy of Mystery Babylon is already at work. They have not only robbed America of its gold, but they are planning on robbing her of her silver. And I am going to tell you that before we have gone through the next three months, this will be three months after election, and then there will no longer be any coined money. This will be plastic and aluminium. And unprecedented inflation will go on. And this inflation will actually go through to 300%. And it does not matter who is going to be President of the United States, the Babylonian rug will be pulled out from under you. And the present collapse of sound coin money will take place. Of course God has a plan and a great stirring cry and a people who know who is doing it to them. And HE will not permit this to happen again. And you are going to see a great revolt on the part of the people against this rape of their money system. This will transpire, whether Goldwater is in or whether Johnson is in. Because the machinery is already set up for this pattern. Only the rising 'right wing' forces will be demanding a U.S. Bank. And the other sides work, they will be trying to take the weapons so no one will be able to buy nor sell unless he agrees to the script of their plan. I point out however that these are sometimes the chastisement of measures that carry individuals to the fulfilment of prophetic design. There is no doubt that the ability to slow down some of these commitments is passed. Even this past week Red Mao of Red China met with 11 leaders of Communists countries. And Soviet Russia is not a bit resistant about the ultimate design, but wants to play the strategy as cool as it can so as to suffer the least losses involved. But even the forces of Mao and Chow Ein-lei call for the encirclement of the North American continent in order that they might carry out the liberation of the people of the world from this terrible despotic capitalism of ours. When I heard that, I thought that would be the best thing that ever happened to North America. If the Communist threw an economic blockade around us and would not let us ship anything in or out, then we could keep our money at home and stop importing all of the items that we could produce at home, and the farmer could get back the American market, and the beef industry could get back their market, and the mines could open and supply us with the metals that we need. And we would not lose anything but a few spices, some tea and coffee. And we could substitute for that. And we could become the healthiest nation on the face of the earth, although isolated by the enemy.

Don't think that they do not have a strategy designed in this for what they have designed and planned, for they call for economic encirclement and then when America reaches for Indian pottery as they think she will, then will strike and bring into sovereignty this working nation of the U.S.A. But I understand that God Almighty has a master plan all set up. They may try that isolation, but it is not going to work. About the time they think they have isolated us and they are waiting for the Bering Sea to freeze over and the corridor to open so that the Red Chinese can march, they will suddenly find out that we are not out of technology to defend ourselves. And if we are lacking anything, we have some reinforcements that are well equipped. The 39th chapter of Ezekiel tells us that when they come against the mountains of Israel, that when they come against the great nations of God's kingdom, they will die. And their mass destruction will be so great that it will be from seven to nine months before we have been able to bury the bodies of those who have come.
Now if that is extremism, then I will have to rip it out of the Bible, for God said it. Someone said, “But we cannot defend ourselves. We have to depend on the Defence Department and on McNamara, and these agencies to provide sufficient strength.” We do not have anything to worry about. For the Red Chinese are too far away so just wait until the attack comes. You know, my friends, when we see the breakdown of all areas of American life, all areas of integrity, all areas of responsibility in government, it is time that every American citizen is capable of defending himself. And it is a good thing for Americans to be armed. We have watched this conspiracy build up in the last few years. This conspiracy is to charge everyone as an extremist who loves America better than the Communist world order. Who loves Christ and will not accept the price of a one world religion? I give you tonight, one choice which you better make. You better chose Jesus Christ as the Eternal God and chose loyalty to the White race and loyalty to these United States of America if you want to live through the next few years.

Someone said, “why?” Well, my friends, the judgments of God are going to fall on the enemies of HIS kingdom. I point out to you that under this instance, they have been trying to block us as extremists, everyone who loves America. But you know there is one thing that is extremely right and has the power to establish it. And if you have this, then you survive. So far, everyone who has capitulated to the communist world has been crushed and steam-rolled by it. And today we do not have anything before us but an important decision opposing communism to the end. I am tired of listening to 'left wing' preachers following the Communist line, trying to intimidate people saying that they are not Christian if they do not accept it. Someone says, “Well, they are only supporting Socialism and they tell us about its political design.” I have looked at material being pushed in our Universities, pushed from various departments of our government, and it is filled with Socialism. We are told that there is a difference between Socialism and Communism. No, my friends, Socialism is the political philosophy of the Communist Revolution. Just remember that. It is the political and economic philosophy of the Communist revolution. There is not difference between a Socialist and a Communist. So don't forget that. The design before us is the crushing for all times of the anti-communist forces. If they think that they can silence people until they no longer have any area of communication, using their control of press, radio and T.V., then they feel that an isolated people can be eliminated and influenced even being sent to the modern Siberia without awakening society. But it is already too late. For there has been extended through America, a patriotic activity. God raised and God moved. And these patriotic organizations have been raised. And they know what is going on. And they are passing information back and forth across America that radio, press, and T.V. cannot turn off. The resulting situation is that there is great fear upon the part of the 'left wing,' because now they are fighting an 'Awakening America.'

You, know, they are worrying about the extreme right. But they do not go out and rob stores. It does not break into homes and commit these extreme acts of violence. But Negroes can march on Philadelphia, and they can rape below the Mason Dixon Line and to the Canadian line. And these Liberals do not get frustrated with this type of conduct. And Americans never lift a hand against anyone except to defend themselves and you don’t like it. Americans who have never used arms except to defend themselves, or this country, now are termed as the danger, and they must be removed. This, my friends, is the mind of the anti-Christ. We have thus watched this semantics of 'EXTREMISM' raised up. And these same powers would do the same thing to Jesus if HE were here today. We know how they talked about HIM and we know what they said about HIM. And we know how they cried for HIS blood. And we know how they said, "Let HIS blood be upon us and upon our Children." If they had the same chance or opportunity today, and they thought they could carry it to fruition, they would banish Christ from the earth, if they had the opportunity. The only thing they do not understand is what they are up against, when the KING of KING'S and LORD of LORD’S comes in with reinforcements.

Now in this area, this last week, by trickery and fraud, and while pretending friendship and illegal entry, there was in one county of our state, an entrance into a home of a patriot and a Christian who had a long collection of arms, from ancient flint locks and beautiful cabinets of
fine arms, a collection of military arms. We understand that the majority of his arms were not only deactivate or did not have all of their parts, and were a legal collection. We understand that administration officials moved in and confiscated these arms and smashed up those beautiful cabinets, destroyed property and furniture and then declared that this man is a member of that terrible patriotic organization the Christian Defence League. They say that it is worse than the 'Minutemen.' Well, I do not know what is wrong with the 'Minutemen.' So I do not know what they mean when they say they are worse than those 'Minutemen.' But the Christian Defence League was designed to protect Christians against the persecution and the lying activities of International Jewry. The Christian Defence League was designed to turn the American market back to the American producer, and the Christian business man to make sure that Christian money would be spent with Christians. After all, in this turbulent hour inside of our nation, the enemies of our nation do not even want the post office to have a stamp that honours the birth of Christ. They do not want any recognition of Christmas this year, any celebration, and any emblem of Christmas on any public building or lawn or property in these United States. But if the enemy does not want any recognition of Christmas, they should not get one cent of money spent in their shops. They can blast at the CDL, but it is made up of White Christians, patriotic Christians. And I assume that intelligent patriotic Christians have found their rights under the 'Bill of Rights,' and have arms in their homes. This right to have and bear arms shall not be infringed on.

Now we do not see the use of some areas of weaponry. And we know that they passed what was known as the Federal Firearms Act. And this forbids the use of fully automatic weapons known as machine guns. We have always cautioned people to never own any illegal weapons, although in our own heart we are not sure, nor is there any settled issued on this. And we know that the Supreme Court has never heard any plea before it on this issue of, ‘The right to own weapons.’ If a man wants to own certain weapons it does not matter what he has as long as he does not violate the law with them. What difference does it make when the Constitution says that your right is to have and to bear arms. And if you tell me what I can or cannot have, then you are infringing on that right. If this part of the Constitution is no good, then take it out. But don't do it with fraud, and trickery.

It is rather interesting that the 'Telegram' makes this attack upon this particular patriot whose home was hit the other day. And they said, “there were 50 tapes there from Dr. Wesley A. Swift and he is one of the directors of the Christian Defence League.” And they also said that he was one of the secret leaders of the guerrilla band called the 'Rangers.' We are not the leader of any organization called the 'Rangers.' But do you know what their design is? It is to reach into any organization that is producing this information that is reaching across America. And they are hitting anything they think they can get away with. They do not have any thing that they can legally put their finger on against the Christian Defence League or this ministry. The only thing hurting them is that this message I am giving you tonight will still reach three million people before the tapes start turning over tonight.

Now you say, “why are we in this state we are in?” It is because we have the men we have in Washington in high offices. These were not the problems of the American people until the traders and the tricksters moved in. Those are who are dedicated to Socialism and Communism and the design of the anti-Christ. Oh, you say, “we have to stop the voices of those who are not willing to accept the World programs, the World standards, and join in one great brotherly program with the devil.” No, my friends, we only accept God's standards. We are not interested in the World's standards. We are interested in the Kingdom of God and not the confederacy of the anti-Christ. We are aware of the instructions of the Most High God, concerning Mystery Babylon, with its power and its control, over areas of economy and over areas of labour, and over areas of industry and even seeks to control all nations and bring them to a relationship which is diametrically opposed to God's order. And listen. HE said that Babylon is the hold of every foul spirit and bird. And then HE said, “Now, my people, come out of her, and if you do not, then you
will receive of her judgments.” So HIS people better get out, for those judgments are going to fall. And the alignment patterns ahead will start this destruction of those who dwell with Babylon.

The L.A. Times reports that the Russians have the greatest arsenal of weapons that you have never seen. And that right here in America there are 200 of those Russian assassins in Washington, D.C. who are ready to destroy anything in their way that does not meet their approval. So don’t go out of here tonight and think that we are an extremist, for we are not worried. We know that God and I are going to win. I am not worried. I am just telling you what has to be done. The enemy has to be crushed like the cockatrice egg under the heel of the kingdom. Just remember that there are 200 trained assassins and they will say, “Mr. Johnson, Mr. Humphrey gets this not you.”

Now just remember that it is the admission of our own Secret Service that they are here. But we think that we should outlaw Communism in our nation. And if they don’t go, then it should be open season in our Republic. When we come to the admission that we are not playing, that we are battling for survival, that the great issues for America is whether it shall be Christianity, or shall it be Communism that rules us. Shall it be confiscation of our property and our rights, or shall it be the lifting up of the standards of liberty under the cross of Jesus Christ? God is going to move through this people until a great and vital church is going to stand on the bones of empty denominational professions, and a great spiritual vitality is going to move upon this people, such as they have never witnessed, as God raises them up to their responsibility. We have talked to you about the mystery of the Tree of Life, and it is vital that you know about this for it is about what God is going to do as HE raises up spiritual power against the enemy. Never have we reached such a point wherein we are on the edge of great events such as now. God unfolds the vision before HIS ministers and prophets and HE lifts up the standards of HIS purpose. HE causes us to know that we are on a victory march. But we have reached the great darkness of the night and the morning cometh. The watchman on the walls are to warn the people, for many of them have been asleep. And for this cause God says that Israel is in trouble.

Now in this instance we stand before an area of election. And we warn you, do not write in a candidate who does not have a slate of electors, for then your ballot goes out. This is no time for wavering. If you cannot vote for a force that can take over America and do this to the exclusion of the forces of darkness, then at least remember that you have battles to win in Senate races and these are propositions that are vital to your way of life. There is no doubt in my mind, that if anybody tries to betray the right wing, after they have been given a mandate to act for them, that the judgments of God will move for them. And the tares will not be around very long, for they will be leaving us very soon. They are getting ready for just the thing the Bible told us would take place. So in these instances we tell you that we should understand just where we stand. Here in these United States we are hearing nothing but violence, violence against the great people of God's kingdom.

Now if Christian leadership took over tomorrow in these United States, committed to the program of God's kingdom . . . We have impoverished people. We have stripped them of normal inheritance. We have stripped them of the background of their savings. We have confiscated their properties, and put them under an area of Socialism. And even then it will take an adjustment period to straighten out the mess we are in. And no one can do this without the wisdom of God, of this I can assure you. But I am going to tell you that the Kingdom of God runs on plenty, not an area of scarcity. The enemy of God's kingdom operates on an area of scarcity. If he says the price of food is to low, he destroys the food to raise the price when it was the food that was of value anyhow. The whole process is backward when you deal with the program of the enemy. There can be no doubt that the design of the enemy is for us to put ourselves into an area wherein we can no longer extradite ourselves from. (Lots of current events and so forth, and not all transcribed)
There is a permissive ‘will’ that lets you walk out of line. And then there is a perfect ‘will’ that brings you back into line and challenges you to stand up and be counted. But this destiny has already been established. It will not rest in unsteady hands for God settled that thousands of years ago. And the blueprint of prophecy has ordained it. And the rising of these United States, and the liberties promised under the outstretched wings of the Eagle, were established by the Most HIGH GOD a long time ago. And this nation will come alive. And the Eagle will scream. The snakes will rise, but the kingdom will be free.

You will also see some miracles. For you will see them raise their hand against some people in this country and you will see the consuming fire that performs the judgment. And you will see catastrophe envelope those who come against the men and women that God raises up in this nation and through out the nations of the world. You will watch this great time of trouble as 'Jacob's trouble' now comes to fruition, and we move into the hours of God's great new day. You are then very close to the tremendous outpouring of the other side of the judgment cycle. The cry has gone out, “Oh, LORD how long, how long?” And God says we are about there, my sons, when 'Time shall be no longer?’” This means that we are not going to give the enemy any more time. From here on out, the rising of the kingdom is going to become more visible. What sign? Not by the Jewish star, my friends, but by the sign of the Cross.

In the hours when the President of the United States was assassinated, remember that there are areas of our economy that cannot be overlooked, for liberal forces in this administration winked its eye while Communists wiped out the Diem regime in the Viet Cong area and we have had no success since then. But remember that Lincoln and Kennedy were both involved in Civil Rights. Actually, they were civil wrongs. Lincoln was elected in 1860 and Kennedy in 1960, both were slain on a Friday, both were shot in the presence of their wives. John Wilkes Booth was born in 1839 and Oswald 1939. Both were Southerners and both supported causes that were unpopular. One Communism and one the voice of Jewry, which is one and the same with Communism today. Both Booth and Oswald, were murdered before they could be tried. And both Presidents lost children while living in the White House. Lincoln’s secretary was named Kennedy, who urged him not to go to Ford's Theatre the night that he was slain, and Kennedy's secretary was named Lincoln who advised him not to go to Dallas where he was shot. Remember also that the successors to both of these men were named Johnson, and both were Democrats. Lyndon Johnson served in the U.S. Senate before becoming President, and Andrew Johnson was born in 1808. And Lyndon Johnson was born in 1908. And Andrew Johnson was not re-elected. So let’s hope the rest of this carries out.

All right, we tell you tonight that an awakening America must decide its own thinking and its own mind whether it will permit America to be dragged down by its detractors, by those who would destroy her, and those who would surrender her. It will not be decided by this election. It will be decided by the identification and the encouragement of people awakened by God to carry it out. And it will fulfill that destiny as God has ordained. So we tell you that there is upon you a responsibility, to bind the darkness and release the light. Then prepare to defend yourselves in your own homes for being right, because the Beast system of the anti-Christ says that they are going to attack us if we upset their program. Never has it been more important, that men be not intimidated than it is at this hour. So they are winding up the struggle and the issues should have been a lot more clear because there was a lot more that should have been said. But I am going to tell you that you can be aware of this. There are so many of you on the 'right,' that it is going to be hard to prosecute you all. There is over 1/2 of you on the right. And I can tell you this. The size of the resistance is going to be an impeding force against those who would destroy the kingdom, if allowed. There are other issues that should be discussed, but not from this pulpit. For there are those who would deny the tax exemption of the church if they could. But they cannot stop us on such an issue as 'Thus saith the LORD' that is involved in this Proposition 14, or to the selection of leadership which does not capitulate to the leadership of the anti-Christ and to the Communist forces.
They will seek to confuse you in this election. But remember certain things and never vote if it is going to cost you more money, and maybe you won't be any worse off under the other outline. But do not let yourselves be confused. Move forward like children of the kingdom.

End of message.

“The Old Testament is about Israel”
“The New testament is to Israel”
“If you are not Israel-throw it away-there's nothing in it for you!”

The Rev Jim Gale
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Dr. Wesley A. Swift

Dr. Wesley A. Swift, the son of a Methodist minister, was called to preach in his teens. He was a dynamic, inspired speaker who taught uncompromising Biblical truths ignored by modernist ministers. His anointed preaching brought forth a high spiritual dimension of understanding to the Kingdom Identity message, giving “life” and “power” to the Sacred Word. Even the antichrists acknowledge that, “Wesley Swift is considered the single most significant figure in the early years of the Christian Identity movement in the United States.” Dr. Swift founded the Church of Jesus Christ – Christian in the 1940’s, a ministry that spread the Kingdom Identity message nation-wide to YHVH’s Children, the White spirit-race known Scripturally as “sons of God”. By teaching these truths to true Israel, this warrior-priest put fear in the hearts of the enemies of Christ. Following Dr. Swift’s death in 1970, his widow Lorraine Swift faithfully carried on the Church of Jesus Christ – Christian. We are highly honoured to be able to continue Dr. Swift’s work, by placing those works that we have in print here on our web site ...preserving and earnestly contending for “the faith which was once delivered unto the saints”...for any and all to read.

We, at the Covenant Church of Yahweh hope that you will study, enjoy, and appreciate Dr. Wesley Swift’s works.

Other Articles Available - By Dr. Wesley Swift

1) Was Yahshua The Messiah A Jew?
2) The Standards of Israel
3) Michael, Prince of Space
4) What Really Happened in the Garden of Eden?
5) Gathering of The Tares
6) You: Before the world was Framed
7) Give Not That Which Is Holy Unto Dogs
8) Who Are The Jews?
9) God's Call to Race
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At last the bible makes sense!

At last we know its meaning.

It's the book of the RACE

"For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem" (Isaiah 2:3)."